My War Memories, 19144918
the war that the '* Art of Shooting " cwilil not be thrown on the scrap-heap but on the contrary must be mlvanml tt> the highest point. With that end in vioav, special monthly periodicals dealing with shouting and technical artillery questions were prepared by the Director of Artillery at G.H.y. and distributed to the troops.
A vigorous intellectual life was observable in all branches of the army, We kept in close touch with the ftvling in the army. It was supplied with the best that could be given.
Manuals and pamphlets were useless by themselves ; they had to be ground into the flesh and blood of oilicers and men, We held courses at Valenciennes for senior ollirers and General Staff Officers with a view to inculcating clear and sound ideas about defensive\varfare. The German Crown Prince instituted a similar course at Sedan*
Courses of all kinds were arranged by the Army staifs, in particular for the training of junior officers as company commanders, and for N,CO,'s,
For all arms the basis of everything was the maintenance and improvement of discipline, without \\hich no army can exist.   Discipline was also required, at this stage of the war, to counterbalance the many unavoidable discomforts which affected the life of the troops.   The frequent changes and the constant shifting of units made billeting conditions ever more difficult.   The danger of the men taking anything they happened to want increased,   The importance of " Mine" and " Thine " was frequently lost sight of*   Clothing and equipment had deteriorated, and were consequently more difficult to keep in repair.   Many causes, not the least of which was the want of proper lighting arrangements in the dug-outs, led to a neglect of outward appearances.   The men " let things rip/*   Life at the front was bound to tell on them.   On strong characters it had a stimulating effect, but these were rare, and the moral of the great mass was sure to suffer, increasingly so the longer the war lasted.   Any thinking soldier knew that,   It had, indeed, been the case in every war.   The necessity for moral support from home, to maintain the feeling of duty and discipline at the
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